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To Tweak Or Not To Tweak …
There has been talk of
potential changes coming next
year to NASCAR’s Chase.
I lean toward the mantra, “If
it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” when
you consider that the format
has helped increase drama and
excitement toward the end of
the year.
Part of the Chase dilemma
results from what Jimmie
Johnson and Chad Knaus have
accomplished the last four seasons
at Hendrick Motorsports. I don’t
think the Chase system is flawed,
but the No. 48 team’s domination
makes it appear that way.
If Johnson wins a fifth
consecutive Sprint Cup title,
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it will be nearly impossible for
NASCAR not to tweak the Chase
heading into 2011.
NASCAR has the best
intentions in exploring possible
changes to the Chase. In recent
times, the sanctioning body has
responded when fans asked for
improvements — consistent
start times for races, double-file
restarts, green-white-checkered
finishes and allowing the drivers
to police themselves more — that
would better the sport.
NASCAR is concerned with
pleasing its fans and has to be
commended for that when it
comes to the Chase. But I’d be a
little hesitant in making changes

to the system when one team’s
domination has tainted it and
brought the issue to the forefront.
There’s danger in further
tweaking the format when you
consider the number of new
mainstream fans. Too many
changes tend to alienate new
followers when they struggle to
understand the rules that govern
competition and championships.
In sports such as football or
basketball, you don’t necessarily
need to know the intricacies of
rules to keep pace with scoring
and who’s leading as a season
progresses. Wins and losses are
easily accounted for in those
team sports.

NASCAR doesn’t have a
black-and-white scoring system
and that’s the challenge with
new fans — in order to bring
them in and keep them, you
have to maintain some level of
consistency.
As mentioned, I’m
impressed with NASCAR being
open to Chase enhancements
in the interest of pleasing fans.
To me, this is not a case of
making changes for the sake
of change and trying to garner
more exposure — I don’t agree
with that.
But the Chase has only been
in existence since 2004; it’s still
relatively new. I don’t know many
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